THE PLACE OF CHILD-DEVELOPMENT CENTERS IN ADVENTIST EDUCATION

No one knows how many child-development centers are operated by Seventh-day Adventist churches and schools in North America. The Adventist Child Care Network lists 135 in its 1996 directory, of which 51 are in the Pacific Union Conference. The Southern Union recently identified an additional 47 in its territory, for a total of 52. Most unions have not yet conducted a census.

Adventists have been slow to establish child-development centers because of their long-held belief that the best place for young children is at home with Mommy. However, Mommy isn’t home and hasn’t been for some time. We have cherished the statement that “parents should be the only teachers of their children until they have reached eight or ten years of age” and have been reticent to admit that our children are spending their days in any other setting.

In the Sanitarium, California, church school board minutes of January 14, 1904, Ellen White is recorded as encouraging the school to add a kindergarten. When challenged about earlier statements she had made regarding ideal school entrance age, she replied that at that time there had not been a single church school in existence. She added that “circumstances alter conditions. Circumstances change the relation of things.” She added that if parents could not or would not care for their young children, it was the church’s responsibility to do so.

Some people still stoutly proclaim that starting a child-care center will encourage mothers to leave home for the marketplace. Such thinking denies the fact that the majority of Adventist preschoolers with working parents spend their days in non-Adventist environments.

In most cases, Adventist child-care centers have not been set up by design, but rather by default. The first centers were established to raise money for other church projects and served mainly non-Adventist children. Child-development specialists agree that, all else being equal, the best environment for the young child is at home with both parents; but the increasing need for non-parental care for Adventist children suggests that congregations must explore ways of providing that care, be it nanny, family day care, or center care.

Adventist parents have been reluctant to put their children in child-care centers because they often provide a mediocre-to-poor environment. A group of studies conducted between 1988 and 1994 show that 12 to 21 percent of the children in typical child-care programs are in environments that are unsafe and harmful to their development, while only 12 to 14 percent are in situations that promote their growth and learning. For infants and toddlers, the proportion in unsafe settings is even higher: 35 to 40 percent.

The previous statistics were for all child-care arrangements. When model programs were examined by themselves, a different picture emerges. Preliminary studies of Head Start programs show that low-income children make improvements in intellectual performance as well as in language and math achievements. Unfortunately, however, these gains tend to fade away in the early elementary years.

Longitudinal studies of some of these same model programs present encour-
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Adventists have been slow to establish child-development centers because of their long-held belief that the best place for young children is at home with Mommy. However, Mommy isn’t home and hasn’t been for some time.

The National Association for the Education of Young Children states that high-quality programs should have a “safe and nurturing environment that promotes the physical, social, emotional, aesthetic, intellectual, and language development of each child while being sensitive to the needs and preferences of families.” The Adventist child-development center will also seek to promote the spiritual growth of its children.

The curriculum and methods recommended by early childhood specialists to promote healthy global development remarkably parallel those described by Ellen White in Child Guidance. Widely accepted criteria for an early childhood education and care (educare) program that are consistent with Adventist educational philosophy can be found in Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early Childhood Programs, produced by the National Association for the Education of Young Children.

The term “child-development center” (CDC), is preferred to “day-care center” because it indicates that both education and physical care are integral components of a program for young children. A quality program will follow Adventist educational philosophy and that of early childhood specialists, providing for the development of the whole child.

Several factors are found in better quality Adventist CDCs. The centers tend to:
- Be sponsored by schools or churches that provide moral and financial support,
- Be located in conferences that provide supervision and training,
- Have their own board, or, if affiliated with a school, have the director answer directly to the board,
- Employ highly educated teachers with specialty training and use money generated by the center to pay them accordingly, and
- Be accredited with a national organization.

In addition to the criteria above, quality Adventist CDC programs should have:
- High staff-to-child ratio,
community colleges, whose programs lack a Christian component. To supply this lack, both PUC and La Sierra University extend to CDC teachers the same professional growth benefits they give to elementary teachers.

CDC teachers need these opportunities for professional growth. When teachers stagnate, programs stagnate. The Southeastern California Conference is starting to require yearly classwork and/or inservices for CDC teachers and has instituted CDC teaching certificates with pay incentives.

A number of specially trained elementary teachers would teach at the preschool level if it paid better. A primary teacher with a baccalaureate degree in child development and a master's degree in special education who is representative of this group says, "When CDCs pay the same as elementary, I will leave immediately to teach three- and four-year-olds. This is what I prefer and where my greater talents lie."

The National Academy of Early Childhood Programs, a branch of the National Association for the Education of Young Children, accredits centers that meet its criteria. Such accreditation shows that a center has met quality criteria. However, few centers nationwide have chosen to meet the standards. In some parts of the U.S., Adventist centers have been the first to be accredited and continue to be well-represented among those accredited.

**Finances**

Special attention needs to be given to the financial health of a CDC. Few CDCs in the United States can satisfy national quality standards and make a profit; many need to be subsidized. Good centers are more likely to cost money than to make money. In fact, making money is a poor—and usually unattainable—reason for operating a CDC. Valid reasons for having a center include providing Christian care for children of the church family, serving as an outreach to the community, and acting as a feeder for a church school. Rarely does a center operate to produce income for another church program provide a good environment for children. To ensure high quality, it is often necessary to subsidize CDC programs.

Churches and schools need to have realistic expectations of CDCs. Most centers need not only a start-up budget of $10,000 to $30,000, but also financial support to make up for shortfalls during the first two to three years. In fact, to achieve national standards of excellence, the center will probably need continuing financial support.

The myth that child-care centers are baby-sitting enterprises should be laid to rest. A high-quality child-development center with qualified teachers nurtures the development of the whole child—body, mind, and spirit. It is time to admit that as Adventist Christians, we have a moral imperative to provide the best possible environments for the most vulnerable and impressionable members of God's family—the very young. If we choose that environment to be a child-care center, it had better be the very best we can operate.
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